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QUESTION 1

-- Exhibit -[edit forwarding-options] user@srx240# show packet-capture {

 file filename my-packet-capture;

 maximum-capture-size 1500; } -- Exhibit -

Referring to the exhibit, you are attempting to perform a packet capture on an SRX240 to troubleshoot an SSH issue in
your network. However, no information appears in the packet capture file. 

Which firewall filter must you apply to the necessary interface to collect data for the packet capture? 

A. user@srx240# show filter pkt-capture { term pkt-capture-term {

 from {

 protocol tcp;

 port ssh;

 }

 then packet-mode;

 }

 term allow-all {

 then accept;

 } 

} 

[edit firewall family inet] 

B. user@srx240# show filter pkt-capture { term pkt-capture-term {

 from {

 protocol tcp;

 port ssh;

 }

 then {

 count packet-capture;

 }

 }
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 term allow-all {

 then accept;

 } 

} 

[edit firewall family inet] 

C. user@srx240# show filter pkt-capture { term pkt-capture-term {

 from {

 protocol tcp;

 port ssh;

 }

 then {

 routing-instance packet-capture;

 }

 }

 term allow-all {

 then accept;

 } 

} 

[edit firewall family inet] 

D. user@srx240# show 

filter pkt-capture {

 term pkt-capture-term {

 from {

 protocol tcp;

 port ssh;

 }

 then {

 sample;

 accept;
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 }

 }

 term allow-all {

 then accept;

 } 

} 

[edit firewall family inet] 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Click the Exhibit button. 

In the exhibit, the SRX device has hosts connected to interface ge-0/0/1 and ge-0/0/6. The devices are not able to ping
each other. What is causing this behavior? 

Exhibit: 
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A. The interfaces must be in trunk mode. 

B. The interfaces need to be configured for Ethernet switching. 

C. The default security policy does not apply to transparent mode. 

D. A bridge domain has not been defined. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

You are asked to establish a baseline for your company\\'s network traffic to determine the bandwidth usage per
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application. You want to undertake this task on the central SRX device that connects all segments together. What are
two ways to accomplish this goal? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure a mirror port on the SRX device to capture all traffic on a data collection server for further investigation. 

B. Use interface packet counters for all permitted and denied traffic and calculate the values using Junos scripts. 

C. Send SNMP traps with bandwidth usage to a central SNMP server. 

D. Enable AppTrack on the SRX device and configure a remote syslog server to receive AppTrack messages. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

You have implemented a tunnel in your network using DS-Lite. The tunnel is formed between one of the SRX devices in
your network and a DS-Lite-compatible CPE device in your customer\\'s network. Which two statements are true about
this scenario? (Choose two.) 

A. The SRX device will serve as the softwire initiator and the customer CPE device will serve as the softwire
concentrator. 

B. The SRX device will serve as the softwire concentrator and the customer CPE device will serve as the softwire
initiator. 

C. The infrastructure network supporting the tunnel will be based on IPv4. 

D. The infrastructure network supporting the tunnel will be based on IPv6. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

-- Exhibit -[edit security idp] user@srx# show security-package {

 url https://services.netscreen.com/cgi-bin/index.cgi;

 automatic {

 start-time "2012-12-11.01:00:00 +0000";

 interval 120;

 enable;

 } } -- Exhibit -

You have configured your SRX device to download and install attack signature updates as shown in the exhibit. You
discover that updates are not being downloaded. What are two reasons for this behavior? (Choose two.) 

A. No security policy is configured to allow the SRX device to contact the update server. 

B. The SRX device does not have a DNS server configured. 
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C. The management zone interface does not have an IP address configured. 

D. The SRX device has no Internet connectivity. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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